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Abstract
To facilitate many important tasks ranging from medical research to personalized medicine, micro datasets that contain sensitive patient information need to be shared. To address this important issue, there has been considerable
work done on anonymization techniques that try to protect privacy. At the same time, under various assumptions
about the background knowledge available to adversary, it is shown that most of the existing microdata anonymization techniques could be attacked. In this paper, instead we suggest a novel risk management framework that could
be used to analyze risk in sharing anonymized data.

1. Introduction
To enable larger scale research, scientists need to share
private data collections. To facilitate data sharing for
research purposes, organizations in various countries
(i.e., Estonia, Iceland, Japan, Mexico, Norway, Sweden,
The United Kingdom, and the United States) are establishing data repositories that store person-specific biomedical records [ECO05]. At the same time, personspecific biomedical records must be shared in a manner
that preserves the anonymity of the data subjects due to
various social concerns [CLA03].To mitigate such concerns, data anonymization techniques have been proposed.
In general, data anonymization tools use various generalization and suppression techniques to remove unique
identifiers. In addition, they modify quasi-identifiers1 to
prevent potential identification of individuals. One of
the earliest examples of such techniques is k-anonymity
[SWE02]. In k-anonymity, the data is modified in such
a way that any given tuple is indistinguishable from any
k-1 other tuples if all the tuples are projected on their
quasi-identifier attributes. Although k-anonymity prevents identifying individuals, by combining various
publicly available data, it can be used to identify certain
sensitive values, e.g. learning whether a known person
is diagnosed with cancer or not. Due to the weaknesses
of k-anonymity, various other techniques have been
proposed, e.g. l-diversity [MAC06], t-closeness [Li07],
etc. Unfortunately as shown in [DWO06], no anonymization technique could release useful information and
still preserve privacy under all possible attack scenar1

Any attribute that is not an unique identifier but that
could be used to identify a person (e.g. birth day) is
considered a quasi-identifier

ios. For this reason, authors in [DWO06] propose a
differential privacy definition to share statistical query
results computed over private data. Still for cases where
the actual microdata needs to be shared, differential
privacy based solutions cannot be used.
Given the current results, it is clear that any time anonymized microdata is shared, there is a potential for
attacks that could be used to violate individual privacy.
Various previous work, e.g. [SKI98], has tried to estimate the “re-identification risk” when anonymized data
is shared. Although this is a good starting point, we
believe that this is not enough for a comprehensive risk
management framework.
To achieve a comprehensive risk management framework, not only do we need to estimate re-identification
risk but we also need to understand the potential losses
due to re-identification. Additionally, we need to consider the utility of the data sharing. In the remainder of
this paper, we will explain the details of our risk management framework.

2. Risk Management Framework for
Health Care Data
To accurately manage risks in sharing anonymized data,
we need to consider following factors: 1) The likelihood of re-identification for each individual i, li , due to
previously released versions of the dataset and the publicly available data, 2) The severity of potentially released sensitive information, si , if re-identification actually happens. 3) The total expected utility (u) of sharing the anonymized data 4) The part of the population,
poi , that could be affected by the re-identification. For
example, if only a specific subgroup of the population,
e.g. American Indians, is affected by the re-

identification, this could create additional concern for
this sub-population. Using the above factors, we can
easily define the potential risk in sharing anonymized
data as follows:
m

Risk = Ui =1 ( si , li , poi )
is a monotonically increasing function that
combines the inputs and transforms them into a
standardized range, which is the same as the range used
to measure the utility of the data. In its most basic form,
it can be viewed as multiplying the severity, loss and
population size for individual i to determine individual
i’s risk and then adding all the risk numbers for all the
individuals in the data set.

U

Clearly, data should be shared if utility u is bigger than
the potential risk. Below, we discuss how various parameters could be estimated.

2.1. Estimating the parameters
To estimate re-identification risk for each individual in
the anonimized data set, we need to estimate the probability of re-identifying an individual using various
publicly available data including the previous releases
of the data set. Existing techniques such as the ones
given in [SKI98] could be used for estimating such a reidentification risk. Since, this re-identification risk depends on the background information of the adversary,
various background information scenarios needs to be
considered. For example, we may assume that adversary knows the quasi-identifiers for the entire society,
e.g. the adversary knows the birth days and addresses of
everyone from the voter registration list. In some cases,
this could be too pessimistic. Instead, we can also
evaluate the re-identification risk assuming that some
pieces of information is not available to attacker, e.g.
adversary may not know the individuals medical history. By considering these different scenarios, we can
estimate the re-identification risk.
Next, we need to estimate the potential consequences of
re-identification. This could be done automatically by
considering the medical history of each individual. As a
starting point, we suggest using various weights for
different diagnosis that is shared as a part of the microdata . For example, sensitive diagnosis could have more
weight compared to non-sensitive ones.
Finally, we need to estimate whether some part of the
population will be significantly affected due to potential
re-identification. This could be easily estimated by
combining the re-identification risk with the available
sub-population information (e.g., race information).

2.2. Risk Mitigation
In some cases, the estimated risk may turn out to be
more than what is deemed tolerable with respect to estimated utility. In such cases, we may try to mitigate the
risk by tuning the data anonymization parameters. For
example, in k-anonymity, k could be increased to reduce the privacy risk. In addition, the tuples that are
highly likely to re-identified with potentially sensitive
information could be suppressed.

3. Conclusions
In this paper, we propose a comprehensive risk management framework that considers various risk factors
in sharing anonymized data. Compared to previous
work, our framework also considers the sensitivity of
the information that could be potentially leaked and the
sub-population that could be affected by such leakage.
Our future work involves testing various instances of
the risk computation function, evaluating multiple theoretical foundations for parametric estimation, determining the taxonomy of mitigation strategies, developing,
executing extensive experiments to test our framework
and creating user-friendly toolkits that can be built
upon.
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